Greenville: Needs a lot of political campaign material as they can get, Mariel leaving today for vacation and will return on the 22nd of this month.

Marks: re: boosting... Charis Mitchell (CHUBBY... HUCKET), his father is Clint Mitchell. Jeff Kinshuk, his father owns Kinshuk funeral home. Albert is the last name of the third fellow, his father is the owner of the Peach hill section of the largest plantation in the county, these are the names of the fellows that beat Klendike... (8:50 AM)

Hound Bayou: 9:12 They are giving a play about Harriet Tubman on Thursday at 7:30. All are welcome.

Mississippi Point: 9:25 12 students will try to transfer to the white school on Friday. The money for Charles Glenn's appeal bond has come.

Marks: 11:20 Allen Goodner, James Pete, Ernest Harris, and someone who gave a false name. He isn't very bright. They were playing cards and had grocery money on the table. They were not gambling. They were looking for JD Powell who had given us information about the Abbot. These people were arrested in the OPD office with a warrant. Some boys had just come and the police came in behind them. For gambling they normally get a $17 bond. James Pete and the others, except Allen, are under 18. Harris is the brother of Powell. Will contact the next of kin to get the miners out. The police were not admitted but walked in. They did give them permission to use the phone. Joe Bateman reporting.

Marks: 1205 Joe Bateman...3 of the guys are being held, Leon is out. Allen Goodner, James Pete and Ernest Harris are still being held. Their fines are $18 or $19 a piece. Leon was being asked about Klendike... Leon had lied about his name, but when forced into a corner by the cops told his true name. Leon says that the cops really do want JD Powell, but he has lots of info about Klendikes case. JOSIE ELLIS... I REAL FROTHIN. Think that cops have arrested J.D. Have told Hunter.

Vicksburg: 1105 We were evicted from new office last night. Neighbors had called up women who rented to them & gave her a bad time, also her boss. Now looking for new office (again). Project phones have been disconnected. Willy Johnson can be reached at 636942b. No money all invested in Renley St. Need $150...

Marks: 1220 For bond for Goodman — Mr. & Mrs. Luke, 1035 Cedar Dr., Oxford, Ohio

Jackson: 1:30 A minor fire started in the back of the office. This was directly in front of the John and opposite them on the shelf. Only the hot stuff the FOP had laying around was burned.

Marks: 1:35 Further details: town marshal and deputy entered office. The three charged with gambling, plus Leon Phillips, 19, local, an "unskilled," were taken to the Mayor's office and fined, according to Phillips, now released, $16 or $17. The three are still being held. Jail refuses to give information to anyone except relatives. Sorry not to duplicate Handy Andy's terri style.

Huntsville... green car that was trailing Joe Stigler and the rest of them was parked at the county court house there today.

Natchez... about (maybe) to get an office down town. PROBLEM... owned by a local rebel. He thinks that the idea of educating Negroes is REALLY REALLY fine. Thinks that it is going to be solely an educational concern. He didn't want any ruff housing... he would have rented it as a hotel. The guy won't lease, but will accept rent in advance. Janet would like to rent it for a year in advance... has drawn it up a contract. The guy's rent for a yr.
Hattiesburg: Cornealine Back: 1. Please pressure Aaron Henry to come on the 29th for a 7:30pm meeting. 2. Yes we want a speaker for the 15th and also the 22nd and the 29th. Sure Leigh has a written note. breeze inviting her for the 15th? We want her sometime. 3. Tell guy Wilson, yes Billy McDonald is in school in Hattiesburg.

Marks: 5:35pm: Alan Goodner - charged $100 gambling at the freedom house, trial in front of mayor of Marks. The other two: Ben Jones Pete and Ernest Harris $25 each for the same thing. Pete and Harris paid the fines. They are out. Goodner didn't pay and is still in jail. The marks mayor's name is Howard Lincoln. Pete and Harris are local Goodner is CFO staff. No longer at trial. Pete and Harris have until Saturday to pay their fine. Cops are tough on all.

Holly Springs: Steve Sellers: To Guyet: the plans for the rally are cancelled and Nol. Jones of Holly Springs would like to know if she can get Guyet and Ed. Kind and N. Gray to come the following Sunday, the one before the first of March. RSVP.


Moss Point: 6:35pm: Charles wants to serve his time out. He doesn't want to show up for trial. BarbaraBlessed: Tillie McElroy is acting director. He says if he can't buy his days, sit it out. He wants to call the sheriff and see if he can psychokinesis them get him out, buy buying his days. (like at a 15 a day).

Greenville: Muriel says the project needs the car. She brutally curses Jesse Harris about this car thing. Greenwood should be called about getting a car. I called Greenwood and they don't have any extra car.

Jackson: 8:00pm: At 6:20, Regina Duncan, Jane Adams, John Kline, and Ted Jacouney went to Jimmy Bacon's Celebrity Delicatessen and Restaurant on Lamar between Capitol and Pearl. Mr. Bacon was heard to say he was the four entered 'What's this?" He then approached the group, was asked for a table for four, by Jane. He told them the place was closed - they closed at 6 and were just about to lock the door. There were only 1 or 5 people eating at tables, 1 or 5 at the counter.

John Kline and Ted Harris returned to the restaurant about 6:15. They were seated and served promptly and with courtesy. They left at 7:15. A sign on the counter said the hours were 7 am to 10:30 pm.

Biloxi: 11 pm: Millward, Jesse Harris arrived.

Greenville: 11:05pm: Where are MSU membership cards? MSU meeting tomorrow night. Someone from MSU please inform on first WATS round in am.

October 7

Greenwood: Fred Mangrum. Valeta, please send Talahassee project money to Greenwood.

Oct. 8

Columbus 8:05 Call at 11:00 round for a report on the personal difficulty that has been incurred under recent devastating circumstances.

Marks 8:05 Leon Phipps was picked up again last night. The police put a gun at his back to make sure he opened the door to the office. This was at seven thirty. Abbot went over to the jail at 8:00 this morning. Was asked by the police.

Batesville... Jerry Shadock... Mary Tatea sent to write to Congressman saying that working on literacy program... got a telegram from Semm. Joe Clark and he's going to inquiries about his 28 draft standing. If it all comes thru all right he's going to let us know when going to let us know what happens.

Mc Comb... Harry Bowle... Wants to know from the Inc. Fund what's happenin' about the the bondsmen coming down there about these kids jail.

Marks 9:50 Abbot was supposed to go down to the police station. When there he was arrested along with his brother for the stabbing his brother did. His mother went with them. Lemon is the brothers nick name. James Miles was the boy that was stabbed several weeks ago. (maybe the kid's name is Neece or maybe that name is brother's name.) Both parties involved are Negro. Kid's want to have some kind of a demonstration in front of the jail... (Stanford Brown, new worker. Wates to know if he can go into Lumberto Miss to do some Freedom registration, his home town. Trying to get some support from Cincinnati Ohio. If can't want to go on staff.) Instead of $10 fine for the gambling charge, $25 each. Must have it paid by Sat. Police have been sniffing around for the past couple of days. Every night. Claim that the reason the door is always locked is that the office is a gambling joint. Incident repeated to the lawyers... Henry's office... Hunter has also reported this to the FBI.

West Point... Tues. night a Negro students weren't allowed in the Ritz Movie Theater. The weren't allowed to purchase tickets for the downstairs... had the option of sitting upstairs or not at all. Hunter told them to file affidavits.

Also... Joel Bernard, Arrests is in jail... People are out in Columbus for trespassing at a gas station after drinking soda in an integrated group. Removal petition pending. Parents have $400 bail on Bernard and $100 on Warren Galloway. 3rd person has $800 bail on him. The defendants and bail people want their money back and so want a speedy disposition.

Jackson WATS: Check back with Mr. J. M. Ross in Mount Bayou 57M and get him to call Mr. W. C. Leper, Federal probation officer, FLJ-1257 in Jackson right away. He must

Marks... J. D. Powell is in jail... Quinshen County Jail 30. Preliminary hearing tomorrow AM before J. P. W. A. Turner, 3rd District, Marks, Miss. Bound over to the grand jury. JP will set the bond. Call lawyers notified... 12:30

Hixi... District staff meeting there at 5:00.

Indiana... J. D. Ross 12:50... Justice dep't Dillen there talking with John Harris about affidavits/ John has affirments should have passed the reg. tests and haven't (educated people) Asked Dillen if Just. Dep't has any priority (makes distinction) between vetar reg. laws and public accommodations laws. Said: "We are interested in all violations of all laws." Did admit that voting laws in Miss. at this point are more important.